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Abstract—Upcoming exascale high performance computing
(HPC) systems are expected to comprise multi-tier storage
hierarchy, and thus will necessitate innovative storage and I/O
mechanisms. Traditional disk and block-based interfaces and file
systems face severe challenges in utilizing capabilities of storage
hierarchies due to the lack of hierarchy support and semantic
interfaces. Object-based and semantically-rich data abstractions
for scientific data management on large scale systems offer a
sustainable solution to these challenges. Such data abstractions
can also simplify users involvement in data movement. In this
paper, we take the first steps of realizing such an object abstraction and explore storage mechanisms for these objects to enhance
I/O performance, especially for scientific applications. We explore
how an object-based interface can facilitate next generation
scalable computing systems by presenting the mapping of data
I/O from two real world HPC scientific use cases: a plasma
physics simulation code (VPIC) and a cosmology simulation code
(HACC). Our storage model stores data objects in different
physical organizations to support data movement across layers
of memory/storage hierarchy. Our implementation sclaes well to
16K parallel processes, and compared to the state of the art, such
as MPI-IO and HDF5, our object-based data abstractions and
data placement strategy in multi-level storage hierarchy achieves
up to 7× I/O performance improvement for scientific data.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Parallel I/O for scalable computing systems such as HPC
deployments need a transformative upgrade in the era of
exascale computing to support emerging systems with deep
memory and storage hierarchies. Realizing efficient storage
and I/O mechanisms entails designing specialized software
that takes full advantage of components introduced in these
hierarchies. Traditional file and block based storage systems
face severe challenges to meet the requirements of scientific
applications. The dependence of parallel file systems on the
POSIX-IO [22] enforces strict, costly data consistency requirements and lacks semantic data abstractions. However,
these features are crucial for data movement while preserving
semantics, storage and retrieval of scientific applications’
data, especially in deep memory and storage hierarchies. In
addition, parallel I/O makes it challenging to shoehorn new
interfaces, such as taking advantage of multiple layers of
storage and support for analysis in the data path. In the cloud
computing environments, object-based storage systems, such
as Openstack Swift [3], have become quite popular. However,
most of these systems have been developed to store immutable
cloud data and do not consider storage of large scale HPC

application data. Other object-based storage systems such as
Lustre [14] and Ceph [23] do support HPC applications. Highlevel I/O interfaces, such as HDF5 [9], manage data arrays
and attributes as objects. However, the existing file systems
and high-level library solutions do not support data storage in
multiple layers of storage hierarchy, and just store the data in
to one layer (disk- or SSD-based storage) of the stack. Hence,
there is a crucial need for an efficient data storage and I/O
system for HPC, which supports the complex memory/storage
hierarchy and facilitate transparent data movements among the
multiple layers of exascale storage stack.
In this paper, we propose an object-based storage interface
to transparently store data in upcoming HPC storage hierarchy,
and to manage semantics of data. This approach provides
the flexibility of storing data into multiple layers of storage
hierarchy. It provides the application users the options to
store data partially into different layers of storage stack,
thus enhancing performance by storing part of data closer
to analysis process as needed. To achieve this flexibility, our
proposed storage model targets storing scientific data using an
object abstraction that remains uniform across the different
layers of storage. The uniformity ensures that data can be
moved between layers without unnecessary translation that can
loose semantic information. It also supports optimizing storage
of the data and the metadata inside the object and container
abstractions in the storage hierarchy. These objects can move
between the layers of exascale storage stack efficiently, and
provide enhanced flexibility and data consistency. The objectbased abstractions can store complex data structures such as
multidimensional arrays and key-value stores in a consistent
way in all layers of the storage stack, enabling high scalability
and efficient management.
We implement the object-based data mapping atop the MPIIO [21] interface and provide multiple options to store the applications’ data into different layers of storage system (such as
SSD-based burst buffers and/or disk-based Lustre file system),
according to the user requirements. We illustrate the utility
of our approach by applying it to two science simulation use
cases: VPIC-I/O [5], [4] and HACC-I/O [12], [2]. Specifically,
this paper makes the following contributions:
1) Introduction of an object representation for mapping
scientific data into object abstractions that stay uniform
across storage hierachies.

2) Introduction of a data object management system and
storage strategies therein, aimed at facilitating semanticpreserving scientific data movement and storage between
the layers of exascale storage stack.
3) Implementation and evaluation of the proposed storage
model showing significant performance improvement.
II. BACKGROUND : O BJECT- BASED S TORAGE
Object-based storage [10] is a generic term used to describe
an abstract data container that consists of multiple bytestreams (or objects), each with related attributes. As the
attributes are stored and transferred with the objects, objectbased storage can efficiently express quality of service (QoS),
transparent performance optimizations, data sharing, and data
security qualities that a storage system can exploit. Objectbased storage has been implemented for disks, NVRAM, and
in memory. However, existing efforts do not integrate objects
across the entire memory hierarchy. We studied the design and
implementation of some of the popular object storage systems,
and in the following present a brief discussion to highlight the
breadth of features and use cases that object-based stores offer.
Lustre: Lustre File System [14] is an object-based, parallel
distributed file system. It is mainly deployed on large-scale
clusters to provide high data availability, independence to
physical data location, and scalability. These features make
Lustre a suitable choice for general-purpose back-end file
system and also for supporting various scientific applications.
Ceph: Ceph [23] is an object-oriented distributed file system with a highly scalable design that makes it suitable for
various types of applications. Similar to Lustre, Ceph also
separates metadata from data and distributes the metadata over
multiple nodes running a software component called OSD.
OpenStack Swift: Swift [3] is another widely-used and
popular object storage system. Swift is designed to store cloud
data such as large binary blobs, image and video files, backups,
analytics data, and other unstructured data in the form of
objects, with high availability, durability, and scalability.
DAOS:
Distributed
Application
Object
Storage
(DAOS) [13] is the storage system designed for the ongoing
Fast Forward [17] project to meet the requirements of exascale
computing systems. DAOS is an extremely simple object
model that encapsulates entire exascale data and metadata. It
replaces POSIX with transactional, shared-nothing, distributed
object store known as DAOS container.
Apache Spark: Spark [1] is an in-memory data processing
and cluster-computing framework mainly used for enterprise
big data analytics. Spark provides in-memory computations
using Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) [26] abstraction,
which is an immutable distributed collection of objects, for
increased speed and data processing over MapReduce [6].
MarFS: MarFS [11] is a recently-developed object-based
file system that presents cloud-style object-storage as scalable
near POSIX filesystem. MarFS is becoming popular as it
provides high scalability and a POSIX interface atop cloudstyle object storage. These features also make MarFS attractive
for HPC applications.

We found that these storage systems provide various benefits
to manage and store data such as high performance, security,
and scalability. But some of these systems are mainly used for
cloud computing applications and are optimized for storage
of immutable data, and thus may not be directly applicable to
many HPC use cases.
Lustre and Ceph have been successfully supporting HPC
application data at scale, but these parallel file systems for
HPC manage data as streams of bytes via POSIX I/O and thus
are susceptible to limitations at exascale due to lack of inherent
support for object based abstractions. They lack a uniform
and consistent data interface for each layer of the storage
stack. Such uniformity is desirable as it can facilitate storage
and scientific application data I/O, and supports seamless data
movement across hierarchies. Simple and efficient methods for
data management and storage through the memory hierarchy
are critical for sustaining storage systems for scientific applications at exascale.
III. D ESIGN
A. Object Definition
The typical data structures used by scientific applications
to represent data are multidimensional arrays. We define an
object comprising a multi-dimensional array that contains either one property or multiple properties of a physical scientific
object. An object can also contain an associative array (keyvalue store). Each object contains metadata (object ID, name,
dimension, datatype, etc.), payload (actual data of a multidimensional array), extended metadata (attributes or properties
of the payload, locations of products of data, etc.), and
provenance (time of creation, owner of an object, time and
user of accesses, etc.). A high-level view of an object and
its components is shown in Figure 1. Multiple objects can be
packed into a container to manage them as a collection. One
can expand this definition to add more metadata and to support
more data structures as payload.

Fig. 1. The proposed object structure.

In parallel applications, objects are created in parallel on all
participating processes, but have a global view of a single object. Each process creates a set of individual local sub-objects
(one object per process), which are considered collectively as a
subset of the global object (or object container). Once objects
and containers are created, application data is mapped into
them using object API, and container-id’s and object-id’s are
returned to the client for future access.

Object API (provided to the application users)

cid=create_Container(attr,
..)

Creates the data container with a global
view which holds all the objects. Returns the
container-id cid to user

oid[i]=create_Object(cid,
attr, local_size, plist,
..)

Creates the objects for each process, with application data, semantic information and other
attributes attr and properties list plist, Returns
object-id oid to use

P1

P2

write_Object(oid[],
buf,... )

Creates a memory buffer buf for in-memory
computations, and writes objects to storage system
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Object-Based Data Container
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Compute Nodes

N1

finalize_container(c_id)

Metadata File

Nn

Deletes the container and its component objects
S1

S2

Burst Buﬀer / Node Persistent Edge Storage

TABLE I
O BJECT API S FOR CREATING CONTAINERS / OBJECTS AND WRITING TO
THE STORAGE SYSTEM .
S(n-1)

An object can either represent a single property of a set
of physical objects or a data structure containing multiple
properties of the objects. We name the former as basic objects,
and the latter as composite objects. Depending upon the
application requirement, either basic or composite objects can
be created on the compute nodes.
B. Object-based Storage Model for Multi-layer HPC Storage
In this section, we first present the object APIs that we
provide to applications, then we discuss our system architecture, followed by the object storage design model for efficient
objects storage.
a) Object APIs: We provide a number of object APIs to
the application as listed in Table I. The APIs support object
management functions such as creating containers and objects,
and storing the objects into different layers of the storage
system. Our design model offloads from the users to our
system the task of managing MPI-IO or HDF5 calls to the
separate layer. A key advantage of uniform object APIs is
that data can be moved between layers without modification,
which preserves semantics and enables seamless migration of
data between storage hierarchy layers as needed.
b) System Architecture: Figure 2 presents the overall
system architecture of our approach. The application interacts
with the system at the top layer that exports the object APIs to
the user. In this layer, our object model creates data containers
and associated objects on the compute nodes and returns the
container-id and object-ids to the user. There are n compute
nodes, and each of them runs k processes, P1 to Pk , to map
application data into objects, O1 to Ok . Each process creates
one object locally in the memory of the compute node on
which it executes. Another component of this layer is the
object-based data container, which provides a global view of
all the objects to the application.
The next component of the system is SSD-based burst
buffers/nodes that offer persistent edge storage. This layer
provides a closer (to compute) and faster storage system
for meeting high performance needs. Objects created on the
compute nodes are pushed onto this layer for short-term
storage. To store the objects, our object storage model creates
multiple object-shards (S1 , S2 , ..) in this layer.

Sn

Disk Based Parallel File System

Fig. 2. High-level architecture of the proposed object storage system. Pnk
is the kth process on nth compute node Nn . Onk is the object created by
process Pnk , Sn is nth object-shard created by group of processes on Nn .
Burst Buffers are SSD-based storage system. The parallel file system is HDD
based, e.g., Lustre.

The third and the last layer of the system comprise a disk
based parallel file system, e.g., Lustre. This layer provides
long-term storage for objects (in the form of object-shards)
that are in compute nodes or burst buffers.
c) Object-based Storage Model: Our storage model uses
MPI-IO interface for mapping the data objects into files. The
objects can be stored in the burst buffers, in the disk-based
file system, or both according to the application requirements.
C. Object Creation and Data Mapping Process
First, as described earlier, our proposed approach creates an
object-based data container that contains all the objects created
on the compute nodes and set its properties such as its type,
lifetime, and state. A unique container-id is assigned to this
container, which is returned to the user after its creation and
setup. Once a data container is created, each process creates
a data object into this container to map the application data
using the object-creation APIs listed in Table I . Based on the
application requirements, either basic or composite objects are
created. Next, application data is mapped into these objects
using the object-mapping APIs and the object-ids are returned
to the user. Objects sharing the same node-local memory are
called sub-objects.
Once the objects are created in memory and application
data is mapped into these objects, the next step is to examine
the application requirements and determine if these objects
need to be kept in memory, or stored into the storage layers.
The storage model assigns each application a storage quota,
based on which some sub-objects are stored into burst buffers
and the rest are stored in Lustre. For example, if the storage
quota is assigned as (25:75), 25% of all the sub-objects from
the applicaiton will be pushed to burst buffer and the rest
of the objects to the lower storage layer, i.e., Lustre. Our
object interface contributes to seamless semantic-preserving
data migration between these storage layers.

Strategy
1
2
3
4
5

In this section, we present the implementation details of
our object-based approach and its evaluation. Our implementation targets I/O of two scientific applications: VPIC-I/O [5],
a particle physics simulation that simulates field data and
particle data; and HACC-I/O [12], a benchmark that captures
the I/O patterns and evaluates the performance for the HACC
simulation code.
A. VPIC-I/O
In VPIC-I/O, original data structure contains 8 variables for
each particle and these variables are stored as 1-D arrays using
HDF5 datasets. Using our object interface, we implemented
both types of objects – Basic and Composite. We mapped the
particle data into objects, where each process creates one subobject in the local memory of node to which it belongs. Then
we used our object-based storage model to map these subobjects into object-shards mainly using five object-sharding
strategies (specified in Table II) based on number of shards
formed on n compute nodes, to which the sub-objects are
mapped.

Size of each Object-Shard (GB)
Basic
Composite
32-525
256-4100
1
8
2
16
4
32
8
64

We ran all our experiments on the Cray XC40 system
‘Cori’ installed at the National Energy Research Scientific
Computing Center (NERSC) for a scale of up to 16, 384
cores/MPI processes. We measured the ‘I/O rate’ obtained for
storing these object-shards in a file system using our storage
model and compared the performance with that of writing the
same amount of application data using HDF5 datasets. The
‘I/O rate’ is the ratio of the amount of total data written to
the time taken for storing the data in the file system. We store
the object-shards in 2 ways: (1) All object-shards into Lustre
(Horizontal Sharding); (2) A fraction of total number of
object-shards into burst buffers and rest into Lustre (Vertical
Sharding). For the VPIC-I/O experiments, each MPI process
writes 8 M particles. We use a Lustre OST count of 248 and
stripe size of 32 M for all of our experiments.
1) Horizontal Sharding: In our tests, we have created and
stored object-shards for both basic and composite objects.
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IV. E VALUATION

No. of Object-Shards for n Nodes
Basic
Composite
8
1
8n
n
4n
n/2
2n
n/4
n
n/8

TABLE II
S PECIFICATIONS OF VARIOUS O BJECT-S HARDING S TRATEGIES FOR
VPIC-I/O.

I/O	
  Rate	
  (GB/sec)

The model maps the data objects into object-shards as
follows. As shown in Figure 2, in the top layer, the model
divides all the processes into groups based on the nodes on
which they run. Therefore, if there are n compute nodes and k
processes on each node, we get n groups of processes where
each group has k members. The grouping of the processes is
based on the nodes so that all the local sub-objects can be
stored collectively in physical proximity. The storage model
can classify the sub-objects into one group per node or one
group for a collection of two or more nodes.
Once the data objects are grouped together, our storage
model maps them into object-shards and pushes them to the
burst buffers or the disk-based parallel file system, depending
on the storage quota assigned to the application data.
We experimented with 5 different object-sharding strategies
using a representative application (VPIC-I/O [5]) as shown
in Table II. Each strategy forms different number of objectshards per node for our use cases. The experimental details of
these strategies are presented in the next section. We observed
that Strategy-3, which creates n/2 object-shards for composite
objects and 4n object-shards for basic objects performs the
best for storing the objects in our studied application. These
shards reside partially into the burst buffers and Lustre file
system. If required, application can access the object-shards
from burst buffers, bringing them back into memory, or send
them to the lower storage layer.
Our storage model preserves the information of each objectshard (such as its name and location) into the metadata portion
of the object as well as a separate Metadata file. This approach
helps us manage the mapping of objects to object-shards
without using a separate metadata server.
In summary, our design enables a flexible object-based store
with uniform APIs, and allows for seamless migration of data
between different hierarchies of the HPC storage stack.
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Fig. 3. Write performance for VPIC-I/O Basic Objects.

Basic Objects In the case of storing basic objects, each
process creates 8 sub-objects (one for each particle property
or variable). Each of these sub-objects are grouped together
based on the compute nodes, and then mapped into objectshards. Figure 3 shows the I/O rate obtained for storing the
basic objects for five object-sharding strategies compared to
that of HDF5 [9] dataset storage. We observed a performance
improvement of up to 5× for storing all the objects under
our approach (object-sharding strategy 3 giving the maximum
performance). The performance difference rises significantly,
especially on a scale higher than 4K (i.e., 4 x 1024 = 4096)
processes. At higher scales, the larger number of object-shards
facilitates parallel storage operations, which significantly reduces the contention among processes.
Composite Objects Figure 4 shows the I/O rate obtained
to store all object-shards for composite objects into Lustre. As
shown in Figure 4, we observe that, similar to basic objects,
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Fig. 4. Write performance for VPIC-I/O Composite Objects.

the performance for object-sharding strategy 3 is much better
for composite objects too. This storage performance is mainly
achieved due to efficient grouping of processes based on nodes,
as all the processes belonging to one node are topologically
nearer to each other.
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B. HACC-I/O
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Fig. 5. Write performance for VPIC-I/O using Verical Sharding.
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For HACC-I/O, we implemented the objects as composite
objects. Each particle of HACC simulation consists of nine
variables representing some attributes of the application. For
all the experiments, we stored data for 8 M particles per
process. All the experiments are done on the NERSC’s Cori
supercomputers for scale of up to 16384 cores. We used objectsharding strategies 1 to 4 (specified in Table II) for horizontal
sharding of HACC-I/O application data using the composite
objects. The baseline implementation of HACC-I/O uses MPIIO [21] library.
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Fig. 6. Read performance for VPIC-I/O using Verical Sharding.
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In Figure 5, we show the performance of storing all objectshards for VPIC composite objects into Lustre compared to
storing 25%, 50%, 75%, or 100% of them into buffers and
rest into Lustre, using object-sharding strategy 3. We have
statically chosen these distributions between the two layers to
demonstrate the concept. Users may choose better distribution
based on the knowledge of application requirements. We show
in the figure a comparison of vertical sharding with horizontal
sharding, where all object-shards are stored in Lustre. Storing
all object-shards in burst buffers may not be feasible due to
capacity limitations and by moving just 25% of the objectshards from Lustre to burst buffers, it provides up to 2.4× improvement compared to the case where all of them are stored
in Lustre and up to 8× compared to HDF5 (Figure 4). Thus,
our uniform API approach provides a flexible mechanism to
bring objects that are being used frequently (hot data) closer
to the computation in a seamless manner as needed.
We also measured the I/O rate for reading partial objectshards stored in the burst buffers and compared the performance with reading all of the shards from Lustre. In Figure 6,
we show the performance of reading the object-shards for
VPIC composite objects sharded vertically between Lustre
and burst buffer using object-sharding strategy 3. As burst
buffer layer is closer to computation, reading the object-shards
partially from burst buffer improves the performance by up to
8× compared to reading all of them from the Lustre.
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2) Vertical Sharding: As described earlier (Section III-B),
one of the main contributions of our object storage design
model is that, given its uniform storage APIs, it can store
object-shards on multiple layers of storage. In this study, we
have stored data partially on both SSD-based burst buffers and
disk-based Lustre by assigning a storage quota for each application based on performance requirements. Some applications
need to keep hot objects closer, which can be achieved by
storing them into burst buffers.
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Fig. 7. Write performance for HACC-I/O Composite Objects.

1) Storage Performance using Horizontal Sharding: We
show a comparison of I/O rate for storing all the objectshards under the four object-sharding strategies with storing
application data using MPI-IO into one single file in Figure 7.

We observe that as in the case of VPIC-I/O, object-sharding
strategy 3 (which creates n/2 object-shards on n nodes)
performs significantly better. We observe a performance gain
of up to 6× for storing the object-shards with strategy 3
as compared to MPI-IO. It can also be seen in the figure
that performance gain increases manifold at higher scales.
This performance gain is achieved by significant contention
reduction among processes for storing multiple object-shards
in contrast to single shared file architecture.
2) Read Performance using Horizontal Sharding: We also
measured the performance for reading objects from objectshards and compared the same with the MPI-IO single-file
model. In Figure 8, we show that the I/O rate obtained to read
all the objects shards using the three object-sharding strategies
as well as using MPI-IO. We observed a performance gain of
up to 30% using sharding strategy 3.
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related information is allowed to be exchanged through the
object interface and this provides for performance benefits
and object-level reliability. Lee et al. [18] implemented a
SSD based object storage system, where the attributes and I/O
usage information is stored as metadata. Muninn is an objectbased versioning key-value store [15] to enable transparent
versioning on file systems.
Despite various studies of object-based storage solutions,
there is no uniform object management across all the memory
and storage layers that will be common in exascale systems.
Generally, existing research focuses on an individual level
without considering the presence of other layers. When data
moves through the hierarchies, semantic information embedded in objects are lost, resulting in poor performance. In addition, object-oriented mechanisms for expressing data structures
that can transcend through all the layers of the hierarchy are
unexplored. Our approach addresses this shortcoming, and
offers an integrated solution for deep hierarchy storage for
emerging exascale systems.
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Fig. 8. Read performance for HACC-I/O Composite Objects.

V. R ELATED W ORK
A number of recent research efforts explore object-based
storage systems. The T10 standards [8], [19] were proposed
to store data and attributes as objects. Based on T10 standards,
Seagate, IBM (ObjectStore [7]), and Panasas (PanFS [25])
implemented prototypes [19] and demonstrated the capability
of object-based storage systems. RADOS [24]], as part of
Ceph [23], is a scalable and reliable object storage service for
petabyte-scale storage clusters. Lustre views a file as multiple
objects. For instance, each Lustre object is implemented as
files on an object storage target (OST) that represents a local
file system. HDF5 data model offers three types of objectsgroups, datasets, and links between objects and stores them
into file-based storage systems. DAOS (Distributed Application Object Storage) [13] is an object storage system that
encapsulates data of storage stack in DAOS containers and
provides distributed transactional object store. NVRAM and
various implementations of FLASH devices have also been
proposed as solutions to alleviate I/O performance issues of
HPC systems. Rajimwale et al. [20] revisited the traditional
data model of HDD on SSD devices and found that the
object-based storage is more suitable for these new devices.
Kang et al. [16] proposed object-based models to support
hardware devices with different configurations. Application

We have presented an initial design of a novel object
based storage interface to facilitate storage and I/O for HPC
applications in exascale systems that will comprise deep
memory and storage hierarchy. Our interface maps scientific
applications’ data into objects that can store both simple as
well as complex data structures along with their properties to
preserve semantic information in various layers of memory and
storage. Our approach can offload the task of managing MPIIO or HDF5 calls for data storage from the users to our system.
To achieve high performance as well as storage efficiency, we
store objects partially into SSD-based burst buffers or nodelocal persistent storage as well as on disk-based parallel file
system (e.g. Lustre) based on application requirements. We
have implemented our proposed model with two scientific
use cases, VPIC-I/O and HACC-I/O, and evaluated it for a
scale of up to 16K processes. Experimental results show that
compared to the state of the art, our object-based storage
model can improve the I/O performance by up to 7×. Based
on this initial success, we are developing a runtime system to
optimize sharding strategies, to move data asynchronously and
pro-actively, and to support data processing while the data is
in transit among different storage layers.
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